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Project Sections
Read through all the instructions first, or watch the Decorating Places: 
Babylon DVD to get a vision of how you want to build Babylon. You 
can choose which projects to create, or make them all. Make your set 
pieces larger or smaller, depending on the amount of space you have 
at your VBS location. Have fun making the Bible come to life as kids 
learn about Daniel’s courage in difficult circumstances—and God’s 
faithfulness! 
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MASTER SUPPLY LIST & SET-BUILDING TIPS 

Master Supply List
See the project sections for a list of supplies for 
each individual part of the Babylon set. 

•  5 queen/king-size mattress boxes  
81" x 11" x 80" (each box comes in  
two sections) 

•  20 side loading corrugated boxes  
31" x 5" x 36"

•  8 side loading corrugated boxes  
20" x 8" x 60" 

•  10 boxes 4" x 4" x 72" 

•  38 cardboard edge protectors 2" x 2" x 60" 

• 6 sheets of 4' x 8' flat cardboard

• yardsticks, rulers, tape measures

• black markers

• box of 1¼” fine-thread drywall screws

•  battery-powered drill with screwdriver bit 
(magnetic tip helpful)

•  4 tubes of Liquid Nails; Liquid Nails  
applicator gun

• clear packing tape, duct tape

• contact cement spray adhesive

• jigsaw, utility knife, scissors

•  plastic dropcloths to protect flooring under 
project areas

• sawhorses (optional)

•  parapet template (available in the Babylon 
Walls section)

• Elmer’s Glue-All (or similar paste-type glue)  

•  green crepe paper (10 rolls 500-ft. dark 
green; 9 rolls 500-ft. light green)

•  one to two 18-lb bags of quick-set sheetrock 
patching compound (Easy Sand 5)

 

•  2 (or more) large buckets for sheetrock mud 
and water

• large sponges

• white bedsheets or wide, thin white fabric

• heavy-duty staple gun and staples

• thumb tacks

•  paint: Sherwin Williams 6074 Spalding 
(medium gray) and 6143 Basket Beige 
(light beige)

•  3" and 4" paint brushes, small paint rollers, 
paint pans

•  Babylon Logo and posters from the Giant 
Decorating Poster Pack*

• Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging* (optional) 

• 2 overhead projectors

• transparencies of Babylonian designs 

• 2 shop lights

•  blue light gels or large squares of blue  
cellophane

*available from Group Publishing or your
Group VBS supplier
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Budget Bonuses

The Babylon Holy Land Adventure set has a budget that has gone on a 
diet—this slimmed-down VBS decorating plan costs less than a third of 
previous sets but still looks amazing! Here’s how.

•  Almost all of this set is constructed from cardboard boxes. We 
purchased ours online, but you can go to any of your large local 
stores (such as Walmart, Target, Costco, Sam’s Club, Home Depot, 
and Lowes) and ask if they have free boxes available. Read through 
the instructions to see how the boxes are used, and then adapt your 
project to fit your supplies.

•  We used paint that was left over from building our Hometown 
Nazareth set for the 2011 Holy Land Adventure. Or you can save 
money by buying “oops” paint from local paint stores—paint 
returned to the store by customers because it wasn’t quite the right 
shade! Use any two dark and light shades of gray or beige for 
your walls.

•  People in your congregation probably have a lot of the supplies on 
hand, such as yardsticks and tape measures, paint brushes, rollers, 
large buckets, and dropcloths. Also ask about uplights, shop lights, 
and artificial trees and plants to add the finishing touches to your 
set without spending extra money. 

• Find inexpensive white bedsheets at a thrift store.

Techniques 

Scoring—Cut lightly along a line, cutting only through the top layer of 
the cardboard, being careful not to cut through the entire piece. This 
allows you to easily fold along the scored line.

Dry brushing—Put only a small amount of paint on the brush, and then 
dab the brush on a paper towel or rag so there is very little paint on the 
brush. This technique prevents globs of paint in areas where you want 
just a little highlighting.

Cross-hatch—Apply paint with short criss-cross strokes so there are no 
distinguishable directional lines. 
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Babylon Wall

Supplies for Babylon Wall
• 5 queen/king-size mattress boxes (81" x 11" x 80")

• approximately 22 cardboard edge protectors (2" x 2" x 60") 

• 7-8 sheets of 4' x 8' flat cardboard

• box of 1¼" fine-thread drywall screws

•  battery-powered drill with screwdriver bit  
(magnetic tip)

• Liquid Nails and applicator gun

•  parapet template (available on page 9 of this section)

• yardstick, tape measure

• black marker

• jigsaw, utility knife, scissors

• heavy-duty staple gun and staples 

• thumb tacks (optional)

• clear packing tape

• white bedsheets or wide, thin white fabric

•  18-lb. bag of quick-set sheetrock patching compound 
(Easy Sand 5)

•  2 (or more) large buckets for sheetrock mud and water

• large sponges

•  paint:  Sherwin Williams 6074 Spalding (medium gray) and 
6143 Basket Beige (light beige)

•  3" and 4" paint brushes, small paint rollers, paint pans

• Babylon Logo and posters from the 
Giant Decorating Poster Pack*

• Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging* (optional)

• foam core to mount logo

• contact cement spray adhesive

• plastic dropcloths to protect flooring

• sawhorses (optional)

* available from Group Publishing or your Group VBS supplier
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Window Openings

Wall Sections

Center Wall DoorwayParapet

Basic Wall Construction
The Babylon Wall consists of five wall sections. One mattress box is 
used for the center wall with an arched doorway. On each side of the 
center wall, there is a two-part wall section, with two mattress boxes 
placed at an angle to each other. One section will have a window 
opening, and the other section will be solid wall. Use the following 
directions to make each wall section. 

1.  Each mattress box comes in two pieces. Close one end of each 
piece and fasten shut with clear packing tape. 

2.  For each wall section, measure up from the floor and place a mark 
on each side of the bottom box piece. You can adjust the height of 
your wall by attaching the top piece higher or lower on the bottom 
piece. We marked our bottom piece at 38½", for a total wall 
height of approximately 81".

3.  Place the open end of the top box piece over the open end 
of the marked box piece, and slide the top piece down to the 
marked line.  
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4.  Fasten the boxes together securely with screws placed approxi-
mately 8" apart. 

5.  The two angled walls are connected by a corner piece. To make 
each corner piece, cut a strip of flat cardboard 24" wide by 81" 
high; draw a line down the center, score it, and fold.

6.  From the right end of the left window wall, measure in approxi-
mately 8" and mark a vertical line. Place the edge of the corner 
piece along the line, and attach with screws.  

7.  Mark the other (non-window) wall section at 8", and attach the 
other side of the corner piece.  

8.  Repeat steps 6 and 7 with the other window wall, measuring in 8" 
from the left side of the window wall to place the corner piece.
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Window Openings
Use the following directions to create a window opening that will be 
used to project a Babylon design or project the Bible Memory Buddy for 
each day.   

1.  On the front side of a wall section, with a black marker draw a 
rectangle that is 12" in from each side and 10" from the top; the 
rectangle will be 30" high and 57" wide.

2.  On each side of the rectangle, mark a vertical 12" strip. Also mark 
horizontal lines 12" from the top and bottom of the rectangle. With 
a utility knife, cut along the 12" lines, creating a 12" flap on each 
side of the rectangle. Score along the top, bottom, and sides of the 
rectangle, and fold the 12" flaps inward. (See the diagram; cut on 
the dotted lines, and score and fold on the solid lines.) 

3.  Draw and cut out a 30" x 57" rectangle with the same placement 
on the opposite side of the box. (You will not create flaps for this 
side of the wall—or see the “Option” note on the next page.)

4.  With a jigsaw, cut sections of edge protectors to 30" in length  
for each vertical side flap and two pieces for the top and bottom 
horizontal flaps. Screw the edge protectors into the back of 
the box.  

12"

10" FoldFold Cut

57"

30"
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5.  Screw the flaps down over the edge protectors.

OPTION: To use fewer edge protectors and screws, you could
create flaps on both sides of the box and then overlap the flaps
and fasten together with duct tape or clear packing tape.

6.  For the lower edge of the opening, cut a “shelf” 11½" wide by 
57" long from the flat cardboard, and screw the shelf down over 
the bottom flap. 

7.  Measure and cut a piece of white sheet or fabric the size of the 
window opening plus several inches on each side. Place a few 
thumb tacks or staples to hold the fabric in place over the opening. 

8.  Cut flat cardboard into 2" strips to create a frame around the 
window openings. Attach the frame into the wall over the fabric, 
using the drywall screws. 
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Center Wall Doorway

The center wall consists of one mattress box with an arched doorway 
cut into it.    

1.  On one side of a mattress box, mark 25" in from each side of the 
box, and make a mark 26" from the top of the box. In the center of 
the box, make a mark 15" from the top. Draw a straight line from 
one 26" mark to the other 26" mark. Draw an arched line from the 
26" mark on each side to the mark at the center.

2.  Cut out along the straight line (the dotted line in the diagram) and the 
arch line; you’ll use this cutout as a template to draw the matching 
arch of the doorway opening on the opposite side of the box. 

3.  Draw a 12" wide vertical strip on each side of the doorway rectangle. 
Cut along these lines (the dotted lines in the diagram). Then score 
along the vertical lines of the doorway (the solid lines), and fold the 
flaps inward.

4.  Cut out the doorway opening on the opposite side of the wall. (You 
don’t need to create flaps for that side—or use the option described 
on page 5 for the window openings and create flaps on both sides.)

15"26"

FoldFold

Template

Cut

25"
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5.  Cut pieces of edge protector that will run vertically on the inside of 
the back of the wall to support the flaps. Use screws to attach the 
edge protectors to the insides of the box; then fasten the flaps to the 
edge protectors. 

6.  Tape down the bottom of the doorway so no one will trip as they 
enter Babylon! 
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Parapets
A parapet is a low wall built on the edge of a roof or balcony that, 
historically, was used to defend a fortress from enemy attack. Our 
parapets are short decorative strips across the top of the main walls. 
You can cut two parapet strips from each 4' x 8' sheet of cardboard; cut 
a total of 6 parapet strips.     

1.  Measure and mark a 16" wide strip along the bottom edge of a 
sheet of cardboard. Mark16" in from one end of the strip; place 
a parapet template along the top of the strip and draw around it; 
leave a 16" space and trace the template again. Continue tracing 
the parapet template down the length of the strip.  

2. To cut a second parapet from a 4 x 8 sheet of cardboard, repeat
step 1 on the opposite side of the strip. 

3.  Measure and mark a line at the bottom of each parapet strip that 
is the width of an edge protector (approximately 2"). Score lightly 
along the line, being careful not to cut clear through the full thickness 
of the cardboard. Bend the parapet strip along the scored line. 

4.  On the Babylon Wall sections, measure and mark  5" down from 
the top of the wall. Use screws to attach edge protectors at the 
marked line. 

5.  Place the scored bottom flap of the parapet strip on the bottom 
of the edge protector and attach with screws. When adding a 
new parapet strip along a wall section, maintain the 16” spacing 
between the template designs. On the ends of the wall sections, use 
duct tape to keep the parapet in position vertically.  

6.  At the angled corner sections, mark the corner of the parapet, 
score vertically, and bend; cut through the bottom flap and 
overlap, as shown below. 



PARAPET TEMPLATE

4"

4"

7"
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Painting and Texturizing
Your younger volunteers (OK, maybe some of the older ones, too) will 
love getting to smear the drywall patching “mud” onto the walls with 
their hands. Mix small batches, because the mud hardens quickly, and 
it doesn’t work well to add more water once the mix has set. Applying 
thinner smears of mud allows it to dry more quickly on the walls so 
you can paint sooner and will also help you stretch your quantity of 
patching compound. We had to be very frugal with our Garden Walls 
because we used so much on the Babylon Walls that one bag almost 
didn’t go far enough!     

To easily and quickly add pizzazz to your walls, you can cut out strips 
of bricks, lion designs, and palm trees from the Babylonian Brick Wall 
Hanging. (Or ask artistic church members to paint designs.)

1.  Decide on size and placement of the cutout designs you’ll use 
on your Babylon Walls. Attach them temporarily to the wall with 
thumb tacks, and draw around them with black marker. Remove 
them before texturizing your walls with the sheetrock patching 
compound; then you can avoid spreading it onto the areas where 
you will have the cutouts. 

2.  In large buckets, mix the sheetrock patching compound with water 
in an approximately 4:1 ratio, adding small amounts of water 
and mixing with your hands or with stir sticks until the mud is the 
consistency of pancake batter.

3.  Smear the mud onto the walls and corner pieces. (Don’t apply to 
the parapet, as the weight might bend the vertical designs.)

4.  Before the mud dries, have a second volunteer use a damp sponge 
to knock down the sharp edges of the mud and flatten the heavier 
globs of mud. 



5.  Put a heavier layer of mud on the corner pieces; then before it 
dries, make “block” lines with a ruler, pressing the long edge into 
the mud horizontally and vertically. 

6.  Paint all parts of the walls and the parapets with Sherwin 
Williams “Spalding” (gray). Using rollers makes the job go much 
more quickly!

7.  Highlight the walls with Sherwin Williams “Basket Beige”(light 
beige), using an almost-dry brush. Just brush the wall surface 
lightly so the paint catches on the bumps and ripples of the mud 
texture.

8.  Use a small sponge brush to add light beige paint to one side of 
each parapet design, to indicate where the sunlight is hitting. 

9.  Attach design cutouts to the walls using the drywall screws. (For 
cutouts from the fabric Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging, use 
heavy-duty staples.) Along the arch of the doorway, enlist an artist 
to paint a brick edge, or cut individual stones from the Stone Wall 
Corobuff (see the Babylon VBS catalog), and arrange them so they 
curve with the arch.  

10.  Be sure to cover protruding screws in the doorway so anyone 
going through the doorway won’t get cut; or use staples in those 
areas instead of screws.   

11BABYLON WALL
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Displaying the Babylon Logo
We placed our Babylon Logo right above the Center Wall Doorway—
creating a wonderful welcome to Babylon!

1.  Using spray adhesive, mount the Babylon Logo to foam core. Cut 
around the outline with a utility knife.

2.  Cut two pieces of edge protector to approximately 18" long each 
and two pieces to 6" in length each.

3.  Use drywall screws to attach a 6" piece to an 18" piece in an  
L shape. 

4.  Glue the long pieces of edge protector to the back of the 
Babylon logo. 

5.  Attach the short pieces of edge protector to the top of the Center 
Wall, centered over the doorway.

Tip: After attaching the logo to 
the edge protectors, we realized 
one side was higher than the 
other, so when we attached the 
logo to the top of the Center 
Wall, we added cardboard pieces 
to “shim” the logo straight! 
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GARDEN GREENERY

Supplies for Garden Greenery
• 4 boxes 20" x 8" x 60" 

• 10 boxes 4" x 4" x 72"

• flat cardboard—various size pieces

• black marker

• utility knife

• Elmer’s Glue-All (or similar paste-type glue)

• green crepe paper 
(10 rolls 500-ft. dark green; 9 rolls 500-ft. light green)

1

Garden Hedges and Hanging Foliage
Volunteers of all ages will enjoy creating the hedges and hanging 
greenery for Babylon. When we built our field-test set, everyone had a 
great time of fellowship while working together on this simple project. 
We created two L-shaped hedges that were placed to draw the eye 
right toward the Center Wall Doorway and to the back stone wall in the 
“distance.” Use the following directions to grow your garden!  

1.  For the hedges, we used boxes 20" high by 8" wide by 60" long. 
Tape all the ends of the boxes closed with clear packing tape. 

2.  Tear crepe paper strips into 3"-5" long pieces.
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3.  Fold a strip in half; twist or bunch the strip slightly at the middle, 
and dab the folded edge into glue (or brush glue onto a small area 
of the box surface) and place the bunched strip onto the box. 

4.  You can choose to fill in the entire surface of the box on all sides or 
just on the sides that can be seen from the front of the set.

5.  For the hanging foliage for the Garden Walls, cut flat cardboard 
into various sizes and shapes.

6.  At the top of each cardboard shape, draw a line 2" from the 
edge, score, and fold.

7.  Fill in the entire surface of the cardboard with bunches of crepe 
paper strips. Use your creativity—add some long twisted strips to 
look like trailing vines, or use bright-colored paper for flowers. 

8.  Using drywall screws, attach your “foliage” to the ledges of the 
Garden Walls. 
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GARDEN WALLS

Supplies for Garden Walls
• 14 boxes 31" x 5" x 36" (7 per wall)

• 4 boxes 20" x 8" x 60" 

• 10 boxes 4" x 4" x 72"

• approximately 16 cardboard edge protectors (2" x 2" x 60")

• 1 sheet of 4' x 8' flat cardboard

• Liquid Nails and applicator gun

• box of 1¼" fine-thread drywall screws

• battery-powered drill with screwdriver bit (magnetic tip)

• clear packing tape, duct tape

• white bedsheets or wide, thin white fabric

• heavy-duty staple gun and staples

• thumb tacks

• scissors

• quick-set sheetrock patching compound 
(same bag used for Babylon Wall) 

• 2 (or more) large buckets for sheetrock mud and water

• large sponges

•  paint:  Sherwin Williams 6074 Spalding (medium gray) and 
6143 Basket Beige (light beige)

• 3" and 4" paint brushes, small paint rollers, paint pans
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Garden Wall Construction
One of the original Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the 
Hanging Gardens of Babylon are believed to have been built by 
King Nebuchadnezzar II in 600 B.C. to please his wife, who was 
homesick for her native Persia. Water was brought in by conduit and 
pumps, and enough soil was placed onto the terraced levels of the 
garden to grow even large trees. Use the following instructions for each 
garden wall. 

1.  Using clear packing tape, close all open ends of the boxes to be 
used for the Garden Walls. 

2.  For the first layer of wall, tape two 60" long boxes together end to 
end, 20" in height, using Liquid Nails and duct tape. Tilt the boxes 
slightly to open a gap between them, and spread Liquid Nails onto 
the surfaces; then use strips of duct tape along the seams.

3.  Tape three 31" high x 36" wide boxes together on the back, using 
Liquid Nails and duct tape.  

4.  Hold the shorter row of boxes (20" high) in front of the taller (31") 
row of boxes, and use a marker to draw a line along the top, onto 
the taller boxes. Use Liquid Nails and screws to attach lengths of 
edge protector on the taller boxes along the marked line. 

5. Place the 20" high row of boxes in front of the 31" high row of 
boxes, and screw the edge protector down into the top to hold 
them firmly in place. 
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6.  For the second layer of boxes, create one half-width box, 18" 
wide, as follows: on one 31" x 36" box, measure and mark 23" 
from the end, and cut at the marked line. Measure, cut, and score 
a 5" flap, turn inward, and tape to make a flat end. The half-width 
box will be 31" high x 18" wide. 

7.  Using Liquid Nails and duct tape, fasten the half-width box plus 
three 31" x 36" boxes together. This second layer will extend past 
the first layer. 

8.  To make a hanging ledge at the top of the second layer, place a 
4" x 72" box at the top of the second-layer boxes, and draw a line 
at the bottom. 

9.  Attach pieces of edge protector along the marked line. 
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10.  Glue and screw two 4" x 72" boxes end to end on top of the edge 
protectors, with the top edge of the 72" boxes aligned with the top 
edge of the 31" high second-layer boxes. 

11.  From flat cardboard, cut 8" wide strips the length of the bottom 
front row of boxes, and use Liquid Nails to attach them to make a 
finished-looking surface. 

12.  To stabilize the garden wall, center and attach a length of edge 
protector to the bottom of the end of the garden wall. 
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Window Boxes
Make three window boxes for the top of each Garden Wall, using the 
following directions for each window box. The 31" x 36" boxes are set 
vertically so the window boxes are 36" high.  

1. Cut two 36" long pieces of edge protector, and attach with screws 
on each side of a 36" x 31" box. (See the photo.)

2.  Cut a 4" x 72" box into two 36" long pieces. Glue and nail 
the pieces onto the edge protectors on the 36" boxes. For extra 
stability, toe-nail a screw through the 4" box into the 36" box. 

3.  To make the window opening, on one side of the 36" box, measure 
and mark 4" from the top, 3" from the bottom, and 10" from each 
side (measuring from the outside of the 4" boxes). 

4.  Measure and mark a 5" vertical flap on each side of the rectangle, 
and cut along those lines and along the horizontal lines (the dotted 
lines on the diagram). Score along the vertical lines of the rectangle, 
and fold the flaps inward. Cut an opening the same size on the 
opposite side of the box.

5.  Use duct tape to tape the flaps down and reinforce the box corners. 

FoldFold

36"

10"

4"

5"

3"
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6.   Measure and cut out rectangles of white bedsheet or white fabric, 
slightly larger than the window openings, and duct tape the 
sheeting to the back of each window. (Also use screws through the 
duct tape to prevent it from pulling loose.)

7.  Glue and nail edge protectors to the back of the Garden Wall, 
as shown. 

8.  Place the three window units on top of the Garden Wall, fastening 
drywall screws up through the edge protector into the bottom of 
the window unit. Also add screws down through the bottom of the 
window unit into the top layer of the Garden Wall, accessing from 
the front of the window.

9.  Cut 5" lengths of edge protectors and screw into the sides of 
the window units and into the top of the wall to help stabilize 
the windows.

10. Paint the front and sides of all window units with “Spalding” paint
(medium gray), and add “Basket Beige” highlights.  
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Finishing the Garden Walls
Follow the instructions in the Babylon Walls section for texturizing the 
Garden Walls with the sheetrock mud. Then paint the walls as follows:

1. Paint the front of the Garden Wall (and the ends that will be seen)
with a base coat of “Basket Beige” paint. Shade the sides and 
lower edge of each “stone” rectangle with the darker “Spalding” 
gray paint, where shadows would be on the wall. Apply the darker 
paint color lightly with a sponge, feathering the edges.

2.  To add eye-catching color to the walls, cut designs from the 
Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging, and staple them onto the front of 
the Garden Wall. Cut a strip of the lion design and fasten to the 
lower front edge of the wall. 

3.  Finish by hanging artificial flowers and foliage from the Garden 
Wall ledges, or see the section on Garden Greenery and add the 
fun crepe paper foliage your volunteers can create.
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FINISHING THE SET

Supplies for Optional Back Wall
•  4' x 8' sheet of flat cardboard or various size boxes

• large brick for a stamping pattern

• paint: Sherwin Williams 6074 Spalding (medium gray) and 
6143 Basket Beige (light beige) 

• large flat paint pan

• duct tape or clear packing tape

Supplies for Finishing the Set
• Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging* (optional)

• 2 overhead projectors

• transparencies of Babylonian designs

• 2 shop lights

• blue photo gels or blue cellophane

• uplights

• water-effect lights

• artificial trees

• baskets or tall vases of plants and flowers

*available from Group Publishing or your Group VBS supplier
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Optional Back Wall
Add polish to your Babylon set by placing something scenic that will be 
seen through the Center Wall Doorway. The easiest way is to purchase 
a Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging from Group Publishing. (And if 
you’ve cut up one wall hanging to use on your walls, buy a second one 
as an inexpensive and colorful way to hide whatever is behind your 
set.) Or use the following instructions to build the Back Wall shown on 
our field-test set. 

1.  Assemble a wall of boxes approximately 7' wide and 7½' to 8' 
high, or tape pieces of flat cardboard together to the desired size. 

2.  Paint the wall with the “Spalding” (medium gray) color.

3.  Pour “Basket Beige” paint into a large flat pan. Dip one flat side of 
the brick onto the paint so the surface of the brick is thickly covered 
but not dripping.

4.  Use the brick as a stamp to make a brick pattern on your wall. 

Putting It All Together
You’ve built all your set pieces. Now it’s time to add the finishing touches. 

1.  Place the Center Wall toward the back of your set, in the…er…
center! 

2.  Place the angled two-part sections of the Babylon Wall on each 
side of the Center Wall, leaving about 2 feet between the ends of 
the side walls and the Center Wall. 

3.  Put the L-shaped hedges toward the front of your set. It’s really 
cool to place them so they lead the eye directly to the Center Wall 
Doorway and the Back Wall.
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4.  Put an overhead projector behind each of the Babylon Wall 
windows, with a transparency of a Babylon design or Bible 
Memory Maker. Move the projectors into a position that allows the 
projected design to fill the window opening. You can find authentic-
looking designs online, or use the clip art on the Babylon Clip Art 
& Resources CD; just print the design on transparency sheets.

5.  Put shop lights on tall stands, with a blue gel or blue cellophane 
in front, and shine the lights onto the window units on the Garden 
Walls. The blue will give the impression of blue sky.

6.  Place small uplights around your set to throw light onto the walls. 
A “water light” gives a wonderful shimmery effect like reflections 
from a pool. You may have one from past VBS sets, or find one 
online. Position baskets or large pots of foliage and flowers to hide 
the bases of the lights. 

7.  Place the 8' x 20' Babylonian Brick Wall Hanging across the back 
of your set, or put your Back Wall centered behind the Center Wall 
Doorway. Place a couple of potted trees in front of the Back Wall. 

You’ll wow kids and adults at your Holy Land Adventure—especially 
when you tell them Babylon is just cardboard, paint, and crepe paper! 
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